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Shoshin
Shoshin is a Zen term meaning beginner’s mind. A residency such as this is a
celebration of innocence. Knowing nothing of the language or the landscape of this
place I can only learn. As Shuryu Suzuki says in his book Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind,
‘In the beginner's mind there are many possibilities, in the expert's mind there are
few.’
A village notice board in Rovies is to me is as mysterious as the workings of an ant
colony.

As a traveller I lay aside my comforts and my competencies to crawl like a baby in a
complex alien terrain of possibility.

Before coming I had many ideas of what I might do during this research period. I
tried to imagine various scenarios while knowing almost nothing about the kind of
place in which I would find myself in the coming few weeks. But as soon as I arrived
I was immediately struck by the architecture of the house and its setting. It would
not be too much to say that I was shocked into a sense of beauty and expansive
possibility. After a long journey across a continent by aeroplane and over
mountains by car, entering the house had the extraordinary effect of making me
feel immediately released from the past and opened to the present reality of the
landscape and my own physical body. Over the course of the next few days I became
aware of the way my gaze was led out to the infinite space around the house and
my body was drawn through and offered resting places within it. I felt myself
entering into a choreography with the building and the community from which it
had arisen. I began to understand the practice of architecture in a new way.
The residency became fundamentally about place  a physical point in space, a
precise location which afforded a particular vantage point on the rest of the
cosmos. I had formed an initial idea of working on the Greek idea of kairos, the
ordering of time, but now arriving in this place I had a new realization of the
mutual enfolding of time and space. This material place was clearly also the record
of a long history of events. Its particularity gave a strong focus to questions of what
might be eternal or omnipresent in the world.
I felt myself opening to a relationship with space and time
that my urban life betrayed. Suddenly it was as though the
pavement had been whipped from under my feet. With so
much time given to me to be simply open, and with so much
physical space around me I gradually became aware of
what had been there all along obscured by the banks of
mist and the buildings of banks.
The circling of the sun became a clear and unequivocal
fact. It became the clearest measure of time. And as its
light refracted through the atmosphere of the turning
globe it coloured my mind. I began to eat and move and
think in relation to the sun.
Its great circle turned me through my days. Even as I slept
it passed under me and through me.
I began to keep a dream journal, something I had intended
to do for years. In my urban, wealthcreating hyperactivity,
however, I had hardly found time to appreciate the
richness of sleep. Since 1998 the lucid dreaming device
given to me in Arizona by Stephen LaBerge had waited
under my bed for me to find time to sleep. Now at last, far
away from it and with fewer intentions, I found myself
embarking seriously on a period of Dream Yoga, the quiet
guidance of LaBerge, Carlos Casteneda and Alan Wallace
persisting as the urban din subsided. And so as the sun
went to its undersea world I discovered the moon and its
moods.

For the first weeks of this residency, buoyed by the faith of those who were
supporting me, I lay aside all productive agendas, and surrendered myself to the
rhythm of the sun’s submergence into mystery and the moon’s evaporation in the
rationality of daylight. I felt my body falling into the sky, the sea, the mountain.
Like a child or the first man I found my beginner’s mind learning to be human.
Listening
Maintaining a thread of continuity with my professional duties I was aware that
one of my original ambitions for this project had been to learn more about
Byzantine chant and to do some acoustic ecology. I had thought this might entail a
great deal of walking and meeting with others. As it happened the design of the
house also influenced how these ideas played out. I found myself opening not only
my eyes to the constantly changing light and the heavenly bodies, but also my ears
to a soundscape which was just as dynamic if generally more liminal.
I found myself learning the rhythm of the social life of the village I overlooked and
overheard. The changing winds animated the world much less noisily than city
traffic. I became sensitive to the sound of the sea, sometimes almost silent,
sometimes like a great factory filling the air. And, perhaps most significantly, I
discovered architecture as the designing of acoustics.
The sound of the house, and of the activity it facilitated, became a key research
focus. Singing or playing became less concerned with its own internal dynamics, its
own form and structure, and more interesting as a marker of resonances and
relationships in a particular place. So for instance where I had originally intended
to study the octoechos and the intervallic structure of Byzantine chant, now I
became more interested in timbral quality and reverberation, rhythm expressed
not just within a phrase but over a day or a week, and the human voice as a bridge
towards what David Abram in the’The Spell of the Sensuous’ calls morethan
human.
As I studied Greek Orthodox theology too, I gradually homed in on a central
assertion it has maintained, of the coexistence of the human and the divine in the
same place at the same time. Place thus revealed itself as also having a
metaphysical dimension. What had been just an abstruse philosophical debate
began to seem more and more relevant to my practice, in this body. I was able to
draw connections to other debates, like those around Buddha Nature in Dzog Chen.
In the shelter of the house a space of sanctuary evolved within which I was able to
work on the practical realization of these abstract notions.
My main work was a practice of mindfulness that shifted through various degrees
of formality and various sense modalities. Often it seemed to me that it was in some
sense the place itself that was being mindful. I was there as a kind of antenna, a pen
or a paper.

What is already inscribed in the environment and the body? How to hear it?
Gramophone needles, automatic writing, songlines

Occasionally the physical traces were strong enough to be impressed into more
communicable forms, some of which are presented here as sketches, journal entries,
notes towards poems, audio and video recordings.

I aspire to become architecture
A space for what might happen
Still
Unfolding in time
The result of work
Ayios Georgios
Architecture is what distinguishes me from the wilderness.
On the mountain above Ilia hidden birds chirrup and flit through the skeins of
twigs and leaves of many different trees.
For all time this
exact spot has
been exactly here,
condensed from
space, washed by
rains and swept by
wind, heated and
cooled by sun and
moon.

Seeds have lodged in its
cracks, germs have
colonised it, creatures
crawled up from the sea.
This mountain has looked
out across stands of giant
moss and the white
splash of ichthyosaurs.
And now makes a space
for me by giving it's skin
to be cut for a road, and a
crease for me to lodge my
house.

It begins as a commute to the office when I'd really rather be playing at home.
But the drive up Mount Telethrion becomes increasingly dramatic, each hairpin
bend revealing a higher perspective on the rock strewn struggles below, all of
which fall inexorably into the sea. Today, through torn cloud whipped across the
sky by a spirited wind, the sea is lit by a follow spot. A shifting patch of silver
water and a shaft in the sky like light from behind a door. Today Indra's gaze is
searching for something.
There seems to be no one else here. Eventually, when I have already begun to
fear that the mountain road, freshly metalled further down, will finally turn into
a goat track and butt me off , I suddenly see a cozy castle lodged in a crook of an
escarpment. This could be home, I think.
I pull over and stop to deblur the view, feeling I should really be on a donkey. As I
stand on the road outside the car, contemplating the space opened up by
stopping, a pickup zooms past me full of black clad women with bright curiosity,
peering at me through the rear windscreen and crossing themselves.
When I arrive at the gates myself a few minutes later they look like they've
finished unloading the shopping and a couple of lads jump back in the truck and
drive back. Leaving my car I saunter towards the monastery. An old nun catches
my eye. I'm not sure what the etiquette is but in the absence of speech try to
radiate friendly respectfulness. I move slowly past her, uncertain, and glance
towards what appears to be a main entrance. You want to go in? Go, go! She says.

Inside it is like a lush garden. Fantastical fruit (paw paw?) hang from a pergola
overhead like green scrota. A dark green gloss caresses from all sides. The space
is small but bursting with life. Every corner speaks of shade and coolness in the
summer sun, and the shelter of a close embrace against the snowy wind. A
verandah looking out through the gorge to Ilia and the sea is laid out with chairs
and tables. In the centre is the lavra. The old nun has followed me and shows me
into the church.
At first it is so dark I cannot see
a thing. Small red lamps hang in
a few places but give off hardy
any light.
As I begin to discern details my
first impression is that this like
an old lady's front room ‐ the
nick nacks, the ornate furniture,
laces and cloths, the rugs,
runners and carpet squares, the
profusion of souvenirs of
distant relatives and past
holidays.
Then the surprise hits me. It begins as a tingling in the scalp and neck, a weight
dropping in my lungs, something melting in my marrow. Before long cool drops
are rolling into my beard. As the old nun, clanks and wheezes in the entrance,
waiting for me to finish whatever it is I am doing, I feel the reverberations of
centuries of work done on just this spot.
How unfeasibly small are the parts of a thing that communicate its fragrance? Is
it possible that some even subtler particle lingers in the wake of saints? Is it
something I can smell with my heart?
The old nun busies herself tidying up, putting away a silver tray, sitting again to
wait while I stream with fluids in the semi‐darkness. At one point she asks ‘You
Orthodox?’ Her shake of the head when I answer seems to say never mind.
Though my unorthodox behaviour is tolerated I don't stay as long as I usually
would to meditate. I feel bad about keeping my discreet minder from her other
duties. I know how busy a recluse's life is.
When I step outside again, blinking, calls go out for their resident English
speaker. It is like a family talking to one another across the whole complex.
Through courtyards, rooms, cells and pews, everyone clearly knows roughly
where everyone else is at any time. Tiny sounds, the time of day, shifts in the
wind, monitor and map the positions of every member of this community.
In the few moments while we are waiting for the summons to take effect she
ascertains that I was born in India, live in London, and have a wife and two
children. Very good she says. I wonder if she has a family somewhere.

A nun in an apron arrives and offers me coffee. And a young student nun who
speaks good English puts her broom aside to see what I want. She is very keen to
tell me about a Mission somewhere out in the world I have come from, spending
some time looking for a paper and pen to write down a website for me. She is
most keen to tell me about the orthodox church in India, and the orphanage her
friend is working in. They really need donations she tells me.
When I can steer her around to the subject of the monastery we are actually in
she remembers speaking to someone a few months ago about the fact that an
artist would be coming here. Would I like to see the Abbess? Of course I would be
delighted! Well, perhaps not today, but she would see if it might be possible.
Beyond that there was not going to be very much chit chat as she made clear that
she wasn't really supposed to interact too much with visitors.
Later I found my way to the dining
room, which, with its fireplace, soft
seats and pictures and ornaments, was
clearly also a living room and had
something of the feel of an old people's
home. I found a tray laid out for me of
the steaming, gritty suspension, a glass
of water and a plate of biscuits,
chocolate and loukoumi – the sweet
which always reminds me of Narnia,
though that of course was Turkish
Delight.
On my way out I met the English‐
speaking nun again sweeping leaves. I
should get an official introduction
from the Abbot in Chalkida and bring
my own translator then perhaps it will
be possible she told me. Otherwise it is
not possible. But no need to mention I
said so.

Monastiraki
But as the genius loci of my own house in Rovies absorbed me, so the journey to
visit the rooms and buildings in which other people lived seemed less and less
relevant, my own work more and more urgent.

Maha‐aki
My little monastery is graced
As much as your great one
By the South Wind.
Its feet are washed by the same sea.
It is hooped by the same sun
And the same hawk watches over it

Maha is a Sanskrit prefix meaning
great, aki a Greek suffix meaning
little.
Raptors were some of the totemic
animals that appeared to me
repeatedly throughout the residency,
along with scorpions, tortoises,
centipedes, mantis and toads.

This place feels like centre of a community. Kinship and work bind together the
house and the village and the generations of people who have moved between
them and visited and re‐visited this centre from around the world. I feel
honoured to be welcomed into this sangha.
I want to drink deeply from this well. Seems crazy to take a sip of the sweetness
and then throw the rest away and go to the bar. I want to take deep draughts and
pass the cup to those I love.
It is not enough in art to be clever and to pick holes. An artist should not just
skulk outside and against the grand narrative of this samsara, but sing out one’s
own samsara just as one gasps after a fresh, clear swallow.
An artist, through every aspect of his or her being, states the Grandest Narrative
of all. Then samsara is leela.
Attention nourishes growth. Stories battled in sullen silence or rhetorical thrusts
only gain strength. Instead drink deeply from the deepest well and from that wet
throat call out a bigger story. On this Kurukshetra it is the greatest lover who
wins.
Monastiraki is not for any god but contemplation, conviviality and
communication. Like all monasteries it stands as a castle and a fortress, but this
little one, this monastiraki is, like a child, more playful, less tightly bound to any
dogma. It stands as a fairy castle from which spin yarns of heroes and princes
and blind beggars, magical fruit and talking creatures..

As bees dance through mountain forests
Visiting flower after flower
Of the many families
So for me is no Benedictine vow
There is no stability anywhere
My abiding is in wandering
Languages bedeck me like garlands
And like a mountain
I make honey within
I do not speak through
A window in a hollow plane
Like Adolas of Thessaloniki
But kiss each tree
Nor like the dendrites do I
Though imitating the birds of the air
Make any nest
I drink without searching
And the water becomes wine in me
Intoxicated, I dance to show the way
To the garden of love
And in the well of my sweetness I
slow the pestering fly

The sky is a vast sea
Stretching out on every side
So far as to seem to rise above us
It is always there
Reflecting points of light off its ripples
Whenever I care to look
And in the midst of my business
All that persists is your constellation
Of the history of sunglint on sea

Watching the waters move
I see
For the first time
Dark patches are schools
Moving in the semi‐darkness
Below my sight
Looking for the light
In the liquid warmth
Is the promise of dolphins
They need me and I them
To fly in the open sky

The Rhythm of You and I
In the first light,
Like a baby,
I surrender to your care.
You wash my limbs
and clear a way for the wind to sweep through me.
I study then, its course,
The grooves it cuts in the mountain,
The waters it whips,
And its scattering of seeds.
I prepare myself in the late morning
with frameworks and fortifications
To bridle the great beast you have given
And I stride abroad.
In the bright midday I become dizzy
With the heat of your passion and seeing
You beckoning from bluffs
I run and dance and call and cry into the evening.
But in my moonlit abandon
Before I trample any more of the small and the sad
Caught between the blades of grass, crawling in the thickets,
Let me remember.
Let me join my limbs together with roads of water and air
To share what courses through each part
And grows in its current by travelling.
Let me remember the mornings rising at every turn
And the fields of babies gasping for breath as I did.
Then in the deepest night, in the bone cold dew,
When you have forgotten
There was ever dawn, let me ignite
And light your way.

Striding up the hill this morning with strong breaths
And a bag of the morning's vegetables
I came upon a tortoise eating.
This was not the Tortellini
We received as a laughing gift from Vangelio,
A land bridge between passing ships who meet on a night road.
This was Tortaki‐of‐the‐Mountain
Encountered on foot as equals.
I had wanted the other as a pet
But you were right
Again
To feel for his home and his family,
For her children.
Now I could not think for long of clasping
the hard back
And hoisting it like a prize to pen.
For what?
Instead of cruelty let me find freedom
And in this mind escape my own pen.
The little tortoise is a mountain in himself
On which the world rides.
And his years have taught him that better than escape
Is to shield what one can and be soft inside.
Tortaki seemed older and bolder
Than the friend I missed possessing
His shell had grown into a flourish of fan
Like the rear spoilers of a boy racer
Ready to spread behind him like a train.

A hawk fixed
While winds rush past
Is my unblinking gaze
In the onrush
Outlasting the winds
I will pierce the sky itself
To see what lies behind

Practicing shamatha, vipassana
Attending to bodily rhythm in relation to the things of the world
I stand aside and watch the fight between Christ and Allah
Is peace to hold you both in a stranglehold
Or to sing both your songs together?
Yoked we might sound as one
Struck by the silent ground
Of our different steps
James Cutsinger quotes from Swiss philosopher Frithjof Schuon:
It is obvious, he writes, that the “narrowly literal belief” of exclusivist dogmatism,
while “feasible within a closed system knowing nothing of other traditional worlds”,
has become “untenable and dangerous in a universe where everything meets and
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interpenetrates”. The solution, however, is not the “false ecumenism” of the liberals
which “abolishes doctrine”, and which (as Schuon sharply notes) in order “to
reconcile two adversaries . . . strangles them both”. No, a “true ecumenism” must
honor and uphold the importance of traditional dogmas, irreconcilable as they may
appear exoterically, while at the same time appealing, on the basis of prayer and
contemplative insight, to “the wisdom that can discern the one sole Truth under the
veil of different forms”

http://www.seriousseekers.com/Audio%20and%20Video/Audio_pathstoheart/au
dio_cutsinger_hesychia.htm
and also
http://www.cutsinger.net/pdf/hesychia_an_orthodox_opening.pdf

Take tonic
In a lifetime, my habitual take,
I make rubble of the forests.
My spill swamps their songs.
But big time
makes me a small boil
and space swim.
How to pin where the birds and this wood
Were in their beginning
When firm land has floated
Like mist through my latitudes
And the drop it drifts on
Itself fallen
Through other fields of stars?

The Hesychast
A film of the human in the landscape
Shakuhachi on mountain top
Singing over the city
Muezzin
Joik
Green Man
Baul
Water rock sky
The genii of earth and deep (Derozio ‐ the poet's grave)
Long shots
Close mic
Layered soundtrack
Plants and monks are complementary. Plants are symbols of forbearance,
stillness and silence. Not dead like a rock but alive and yet still.
Tree of life.

Centipedes infested the house. My nightly routine was to gather up those that were
wandering around and help them out to the garden before I went to bed.
It's taking local cuisine a little too far for my taste
but I suppose to some around here you're like a walking sausage.
A real drive by hot dog.
It's not even fast food.
Even with all those legs you hardly run.
Instead, when approached,
you curl obligingly into a Viennese swirl.
Even for a speed freak like a tortoise
you're a succulent patisserie.
Mind you I don't know if the tortoise is partial,
or if like me merely looks where he's treading.

Seeing the relics that are kept in Greek Orthodox churches I was struck by the
method of display. Some reliquaries took the form of beautiful treasure boxes with
holes to reveal and frame the body parts contained within.
A saint is an ordinary person rending a hole through time and reaching through it
to touch everything at once.

Looking down from the mountains to the sea I watched the sun burn holes through
cloud cover to throw patches of light on the water. The entire world mirroring itself
while the immanent divinity pierced through to declare its presence inside the
ordinary day.

Patches of cloud on a worked metal sea
Like the knucklebones of saints punching through a box

Mark Fairnington‐ Greek Madonna

Osios David
As soon as I enter the monastery my first feeling is of familiarity. Aah! This
reminds me of meditation centres in Burma and India and of course the one I
know best, that little hill in Hereford. The sense of quiet, careful activity.
The neat gardens, the walkways worn away by countless downcast gazes.
But here, in the centre of the humility, age has gathered splendour in its heart.
Relics peer through silver masks, paintings glow in the half darkness.
People come and kiss the objects of worship.
There is a constant fluttering of hands in abbreviated gestures, sometimes
throwing away, sometimes catching.
Galataki
Poseidon was nervy today as I made my way to Galataki. He was growling
around the jetty at Limni, kicking testily at the sea wall, his splashing fingers
reaching onto the pavement and licking salt spits onto my car. I clung to the edge
of the mountain just before it disappeared into his wet mouth. On the sheer sided
road to the monastery I put my faith in the car hire company who regularly check
wheels, gyres, brakes. I hope.
I've been drawn here by the stories I've heard of the severity of the nuns. Who
have refused a proper road leading to them, who turn away visitors with the
temerity to arrive just before the gates shut leaving themselves no time for a
decent prayer.
What I find is a kind old lady who feels instantly like an aunt. Efficiency, humour,
and patience play around her moustache and glasses. Anglia? The cause of my
idiocy with regard to communication is established rapidly.
She welcomes me into the courtyard and gestures for me to wait while she
fetches the keys to the katholikon which rises in the middle of it.
Inside I am not sure what to do. It's impossible to properly pray while someone
sits and waits. And I'm aware I'm not making the fluttering gestures, stoops and
kisses that most visitors might be expected to make. To feign them for the sake of
appearances would be going too far.
Already I am scabbling in this atmosphere for some handholds which will
connect to my understanding of the divine. Looking around at the ornate
Orthodox bric‐a‐brac I am only trying to divine what is underneath it. A
monastery built on the site of an ancient temple to the God of the Sea must be
sitting on some serious ley line action. I am intent on heresy.
Her side of the bargain is nevertheless kept up scrupulously.
When I eventually wander out to look at the rest of the courtyard, which is what
I'm really interested in, she disappears and, coming back with a jar of sweeties
from the kitchen, beckons me over. Monastic hospitality compels me to accept a
sugar dusted cube of loukoumi with the old nun's blessings.

Poseidon
A million million years
You have waited for me to be patient.
At last I sit at your feet
And learn to breath.
You teach me the secret tides of the body,
Its waters swung from sun to sun
In our mother's bowl.
Your mind reflects only the face of our father
In his scudding moods, his tears and flashing novae.
You show the way to quake in his thunder
And divine my depths
In the radiance of his sunil gaze.

*sunil(Sanskrit) – deep blue

The sea is almost liquid today
A bowl of molten rock with mercury pooling on it
It shouts with the exuberance of its costumes
And yet it is the same sea
Which last night
Drew a gossamer ribbon of moon over itself
As a path to me.

Now, though the sun is hot
The terrace I step onto is flecked with dark spots.
It is both rainy and sunny
And I am simply a rainbow
Shimmering for a moment in the sky's mind.
‐‐
Looking at the kobiskini Papa Nikos gave me I wished I could give him a gift too. I
thought of an identical mala from India then realised it would probably be
useless to him. His faith is clear. He needs nothing outside it.
I realised I too have faith ‐ in the teachings of Buddha and to some extent in the
practice of art. Although it is buddha's teaching which I am confident will take
me to ultimate happiness.
Everyone must have some faith in something. Otherwise you must be either open
to finding a way or else despairing. Surely everyone who is not in despair
believes they can maximise their happiness and that there is a way to do this,
whether they are actually managing to do it or not.
Labelling this faith us more problematic. Many would rankle at the term
"consumerism" just as they would at "Christian" or "Buddhist" or "scientist".
Perhaps one believes in a mash of different things which can not be conveniently
bundled together. (Is this woolly liberalism?) But everyone has to believe
something. Otherwise you are hopeless. Which seems terribly sad.
Anyway, can a gift of a mala from me to Papa Nikos be anything other than a
superfluous curiosity to him?
One MUST practice one's own faith. Disregarding what one believes to be true
would be utterly absurd.
At the same time to not only respect but even facilitate the beliefs of others us
real empathetic joy.

I have heard a rumour that today is a feast day for the Orthodox Church. I should
go and check out a church or a monastery for some spectacle perhaps. But I
cannot rouse myself to it. Seems absurd to leave my real work here. Less than a
week left now of this precious time. There is so much to do. Study, riyaz, yoga. I
must take full advantages of the perfect facilities I have here. Who knows when I
will ever have such an opportunity again. Ritual and theatre and other people's
convictions are interesting, but I do not want to waste my time sightseeing.
‐‐‐
The monasteries and churches are friendly enough but do we really need one
another? It has been helpful for me to focus in on my notion of faith. What is it?
What is its function? And what are its dangers?
The barrier of language coupled with the contemplative's professional reticence
has meant that there is only so far I can penetrate. But even when language is not
a barrier there is a rigid church hierarchy that must be followed.
My contacts here have unfortunately been preoccupied with other matters. Last
Sunday was election day in Greece, for the local municipal leaders. The result
was inconclusive, apparently, so they are going to do it all over again tomorrow.
Here in North Evia(?) Andonis and the national governing party's socialist
candidate came neck and neck with the Communist getting only a small
percentage. Now the re‐election will be between the two leaders.
Showing me around monasteries hasn't really seemed like a strategically
important task.
Faith may be a matter of accident, as Dalrymple suggests on p.68 of ‘From the
Holy Mountain’
Like any aspect of culture ‐ just as creatures evolve into the most fantastical
shapes, like Narwhals and Azhdarchids ‐ so cultures sprout senses, appendages
and customs in response to local conditions.
The wise way is to admit all possibilities in this coruscating phenomenon
How unlikely is a radio telescope, a potlach, Jesus' girlfriend, or a magic dust that
changes the weather?
But is MY religion, then, just as absurd as all the others? Is my hominid body as
monstrous as any other. My rationality, my science, my zen?
Perhaps beyond all forms and names there is something essentially meaningful.
Terrifying to think there is not. But if all creeds are equal then even mine is no
more true than any other. So how do I organise my life? How do I protect my
particularity? Isn’t Nature red in tooth and claw? Easy to see how orthodoxies
and heresies harden. It's only natural to defend yourself.
Unless there is another evolutionary principle that Victorians could not see.
Another basis for action might be co‐operation.

Without faith there is no compassion. Might the faith that leads to
fundamentalism also lead to helpfulness?
Faith is an extremely important quality to develop in order to remove one of
what Buddhists call the Five Obscurations ‐ uncertainty.
But faith does not have to be in some outside agency. It may be in one's own
experience.
The Orthodox Church seems to be emphatic that Jesus is beyond logic.
Is Jesus, like Buddha Nature, accessibly ultimately by leaping beyond logic with
faith. Faith in one’s own true nature?
Buddha Nature or Jesus just is. The obscurations are me. Among those
obscurations are the imposed limits of logic I have based on dualisms such as
existence and non‐existence.
A story:
A king sent his son to govern a principality but the son was a scoundrel. The
country fell into disarray. So the king summoned his minister to go and tell the
prince to shape up. The minister said ‘The prince has his supporters. If go and lay
down the law he'll kill me. Give me a bodyguard.’ So the kings sends his
bodyguard with the minister. The bodyguard goes and overpowers the prince,
routs his five friends and says ‘Now listen to the minister.’
The minister than lays down the law.
In this story the bodyguard is Shamatha, the minister is Vipassana
The five hindrances to seeing into the kingdom of water are:
1. Inks/colours
2. Boiling
3. Moss or algae covering over the water
4. Whipped by the wind on the surface
5. Thick, turbid, muddy
The hindrances to seeing into the mind are:
1. Craving for the material world
2. Ill will, malice, enmity
3. Sloth & torpor / laxity & dullness
4. Excitation/anxiety
5. Uncertainty, lack of commitment
The five jana(?) factors combat these
1. Single‐pointed attention
2. Well‐being (farting in a perfume shop)
3. Pay closer attention, applied thought, coarse investigation
4. Bliss (not as general as a sense of well‐being)
5. Subtle investigation, sustained thought

Dalai Llama on inter‐faith dialogue:
“…He went on to say that he did not want to cast seeds of doubt in anyone’s
mind or create confusion. He repeated his belief that naturally a person should
not, or need not, change their religion, though respecting a person’s freedom to
do so. Nor did he believe in the eventual merging of all religions into a single
“global religion.” But he believes that the common purpose of every religion is to
create “good and happy people” and the true witness of every religion is a “good
heart” full of compassion and tolerance. Again and again he counseled people to
deepen their understanding and appreciation of their own traditions, pointing
our that human sensibilities and cultures are too varied to justify a single “way”
to the truth. He gently but firmly and repeatedly resisted suggestions that
Buddhism and Christianity are different languages for the same essential beliefs.
He acknowledged similarities with regard to ethics and the emphasis on
compassion, brotherhood and forgiveness. But inasmuch as Buddhism does not
recognize a creator God or a personal Savior, he cautioned that people calling
themselves Buddhist‐Christians is like “trying to put a yak’s head on a sheep’s
body!”

http://www.monasticdialog.com/a.php?id=685

Ma
I have found myself in many circumstances through history
A cold dawn encampment, the steam rising from my horse
A small boy like a sunbeam in the dust of the threshing room
Rising in the moonlight from my lover's bed
Closing my hand around fish in the stream
And always you have called as if I am yours
And one among the parts of those circumstances.
I have moved through ages and now it is time to leave you
So we may be together always
In the life beyond all lives

For Voices over radio
This name is my only form
Who is there?
In speaking I form myself
What shall I call you?
Whether you shout from mountains or whisper only in your heart
I shall come by any name you call me.
I'll come to you in your mother’s tongue
You are my calling,
And no call but my own can summon you.
But I cannot breathe
Another's breath.
And with each breath
I speak your name.
I am the one breath in many tongues
I am the house of your breath
You are my being, I am not yours
I am no thing
Not only am I no thing
You are no thing
And we need not speak

I better come up with something good, you tell me. And I myself feel the
obligation to justify the gifts I have received. (Are they a reward or an advance?)
Whenever I worry that I have no form
‐ if I was a painter I would just start painting. Relevance would emerge. If I was a
film maker I would be out there looking through my camera. If I was a writer I'd
be making copious notes. If I were a proper musician I'd be composing a piece.
You're just having a nice time learning a new instrument you said and it stuck n
my mind. Yes perhaps it's wrong to flit around. Am I just a slag?
Whenever I worry that I have no form
‐ that I am making screeching noises on the violin that no one else will be
interested in ‐ that I should concentrating on what I do best ‐ whenever I worry
that not being a specialist means being a dilettante
Whenever I worry that I have no form
‐ then I remind myself that there is always someone more accomplished than me
at anything. But knowledge remains simply knowledge in the world. Like the
vast soup of the Internet. It is only when I live it that it becomes wisdom.
A song sung by someone else may be a delightful commodity. Even an
inspiration. But until I give my breath it has no life. It remains simply another
thing in the world among an infinity of helpful, unhelpful and inconsequential
things.
When I try to harmonise I experience what it takes to tune myself.
My practice is to notice the panic in my mind and the pride. Both of which
destroy the flow of the music. Simply to create the conditions in which I may be
sufficiently at peace, with the health and the time and the physical facilities to
begin to practice this wisdom is already far down the path.
When I begin to concentrate I find that so much of what I call myself is beyond
even awareness let alone control. Someone else's practice can never help me
become relaxed and sober. It makes absolutely no sense to compare people.
But in a market economy, in which objects are alienated from their producers, it
is difficult to justify incompetence.
I have the very highest goal in mind ‐ Yoga
Can this be sold? Or rather can I wisely create the conditions to be able to survive
and practice in an environment bristling with tradesmen, a society based on
competition?
Musicians speak about the "flow" or "groove". The union of object and observer.
Alan Wallace invokes the simile of the rider becoming one with the galloping
horse, without falling off and offering no impediment to it. (shamatha teachings,
fall 2010, session 25, the healing power of mindfulness of breathing, 9min 50sec)

It becomes silky, smooth, soothing.
Is this stage of flow something to be achieved. Is it the medicine?
If so should flow not be a state to be in all the time in every activity?
So either I should either stick with just one thing and flow with it as much as
possible ‐ practice mindfulness of breathing constantly.
Or I should be working towards flow in all the diverse activities I engage in.
In which case learning the process of achieving flow is of utmost importance so
that I can apply that technique to whatever situation arises.
So I take up the violin at the age of 45, not with the aspiration of becoming a
great violinist but with the intention of charting the bodymind as it moves from
imbalance to flow.
It takes many different threads to make a fabric, many ingrediants to make a
potion. Multiple practices, like a cocktail of medicines to an alchemist or a
magician. My work is to use objects and spells to arrive at doing nothing.

Maintain smooth, steady, overall level of awareness.
Then, coming to the cushion is not a big step. It is just sitting down and doing
nothing else.

Open Presence
Dzogchen
Rigpa tchogza ‐ let Rigpa just be
Doing nothing well is not just doing nothing.
It is doing nothing in the context of a correct view.
Like the cookie dough in the oven rather just anywhere in the kitchen
Shamatha—Vipassana—Dzogchen
First all reifications must be dropped.
THEN just be
Full your mind with love
Then
Do nothing

Islam, Christianity, and Judaism are as different from one another as Buddhism
from Hinduism ‐ which is to say not very.
Dalrymple describes how the Syriac Christian bowings and prostrations are
preserved in the Muslim form of prayer, minarets derive from church towers.
Islam is a heretical form of Christianity just as Buddhism is a practical form of
Hinduism.
Eastern Christianity is the last surviving link between Islam and Western
Christianity. Once it us gone the common source of the two religions will be
almost indiscernible.
Is this how different species evolve? They become increasingly specialised in
response to their environments until it becomes impossible for them to
interbreed with their distant cousins.
John Damascene in "The Fount of Knowledge" regards Islam as a form of
Christian heresy.
Christianity > Monophysitism > Islam
(God cannot become fully human without somehow compromising his divinity.
After Rigpa, in dzogchen there is the great bridge? Conventional and ultimate
reality viewed simultaneously?

Difference
Between man and god
Between conventional and ultimate reality
Between siddharta and Buddha
Between Jesus and Yahweh
Between Christianity and Islam
Between
Between
Where is the boundary?

"The icon is the root‐form of the European picture"
Otto Demus
What is a religion except its iconography and its ceremony?
Dalrymple's description (p.384) of 1st century AD Alexandria is of a cocktail of
ancient Greek, Roman, Egyptian and Christian practices. Shaken not stirred?
P.386
"iconographic metamorphosis"
Figures, energies, relationships and processes given new names, twists of
clothing and appearance.
Between "Hinduism" and "Buddhism" and across these and Greek philosophy,
etc. there is such ‐ better than cross‐fertilisation ‐ transmogrification.
Goenkaji speaks of wanting it on MY plate.
What about the iconography of science?
Sarah Lucas, the artist, says "Christ is the imagination"
Is he Purusha in the material world, where God is Prakriti, Nature?
The imagination is an act of will and yet it springs up like a bubbling fountain.
The mountain holds it under pressure until the single strike of my pick axe
releases its flow.
And the imagination can be a devil too. Growing a bush of thorns around me. I
choose what to conjure.
Let me then remember what sets no limit and is itself without limit.
Not anger and desperation, which close me in, but love, compassion, joy in
other's joy and the willingness to wait forever.

On returning to England

Postscript
Back in my urban cave
I look for space.
There is no sea
No sky
Just a white cap
Closing me in
And a square of fence.
Looking for distance
My sight is slashed
By a white cross in the white sky
An outstretched trajectory of determination
A line of perfect desire
Telling stories of a garden to be found by bounding
These terraces in a single unending leap.
Where does the gull fly?
Or do you simply embrace your majesty
And swim in the swirl of cold flakes, a dauphin of air
A sounding rocket?
As I wonder
Space itself coalesces
Snow sculptures appear
In a storm of birds
Observing me as I crawl and wander, blinkered.
And then it is as though the milky globe itself has split
And condensed into life
The silent snow begetting spirits.
Wrinkles form
In the background of infinite white
of palest smudged ash
Skeins of it spin tissues
Against the sky
A flock precipitates out
And black tears appear at their weeping stigmata.
They ride the snow as clouds ride themselves
And within them hot blood pumps through muscle
And eyes call forth images.

So there is a sea here too
In the thickets
Not just on the sunlit mountain
Is space
On terraces suspended between planets.
This too is its body
The tamped and hoar bound ground.
In the sun's heat clearly and in the chandelier of the planets,
But here too in the cold shroud of the crypt
between every flake of matter is an infinity.
The architect builds his lavra where he finds himself
Whether dungeon or palace
Architect, you are seen
But, not shattering the ridgepole,
Let us align it
As a traveller's lines his rest

Appendix
notes to accompany additional materials
Video
Triune

(9′ 06″)

This video triptych is a sketch for an installation based on Orthodox church
architecture. The three moving images are projected onto long hanging cloth
screens like antependia. The immersive sound is modulated according to Byzantine
chant notation. Other elements in the space include a lectern with texts and a
reliquary which incorporates a subtle live element.

A Walk around Rovies

(6′ 33″)

On what reverberates and flows through the wild and the built environment.
Wild Noise, its channeling and domestication.
All images are from a six mile radius around Rovies. The first chant is by
Nafpliotis recorded in the 1920’s and the second by Papa Nikos, priest of Rovies
village church.

On first hearing Byzantine chant
the quality that most struck me
was how close it sounded to
Islamic chant. When I saw the
chant notation for the first time I
was reminded of Koranic
calligraphy as much as of Biblical
illumination.

It gradually became apparent
how closely these cousins were
related. And how much closer
Greece is to the Middle East than
to Europe.

Books
These three became touchstones during my residency.

Audio
These recordings were made in and around the house on an iPhone. They were
intended as samplings of found acoustics and documentations of acoustic
experiments and they are presented here without any further manipulation.
Sacred and profane

(36″)

On my first evening walk through the village of Rovies the soundscape was a rich
mixture of chanting coming from the church and dancing from the school hall.
Compline, 22.35 08/11/2010

(3′ 17″)

Night ambience on a walk around Monastiraki
Neme Ja Ganga Jole

(12′ 23″)

Recording of a session tuning in to the acoustics
of the house.
The purpose of the exercise is to listen carefully
to the quality of the space but this examination
can sometimes be facilitated by actually seeding
the space with sound. A kind of sonar. This is
often best done with the voice, singing into the
environment while listening to its reflections.
However I also took some small portable
instruments with me. Instruments in the
scientific sense  measuring tools, or extensions
of the biological senses.
Here I use the dotara to hear the building.
Towards the end I get up from my chair and
move to the middle of the space to allow the
microphone to pick up more of the room.
Skipmonk

(3′ 33″)

With its wide dynamic range and sharp transients a drum brings out different
qualities of the space.
A small hand drum like the dubki used here is also perfectly suited to the repetition
necessary to induce trance states which seem to play an important role in the
experience of breaking through to the immanent divinity. Repetitive rhythm is
important in many sacred traditions, or methods of sculpting consciousness.
Repetitive spoken rhythms also serve to manipulate the breath and thereby the
entire physiology.
This is the last few minutes of a much longer session.

These and other audio recordings were informed by my thinking around the role of
sound and music in the Christian Orthodox context. The following few quotations
relate to this subject. While internet access during the residency was limited (with
profound positive consequences, incidentally, for my perception of time and space),
a number of web references were very useful before and after the digital fast.
As Fr. Boris Bobrinskoy writes: “Mankind is a sacramental being by nature and
needs the instrumentality of both sacraments and symbols to attain communion
with the Invisible.
And Franz Liszt, as a devout Roman Catholic living for a time in the
predominantly Protestant German town of Weimar, understood this
sacramental truth and was highly critical of Christianity devoid of sacramental
reality. He writes in 1834:
… to try to spiritualize religion to the point where it subsists devoid of all
external manifestation is tantamount to claiming a reform of the work of God,
the great and sublime artist who, in creating the universe and mankind, revealed
himself as the omnipotent, eternal and infinite poet, architect, musician, and
sculptor?...
…Liszt biographer Alan Walker states in his monumental three‐volume
biography that “Music, for Liszt, was the voice of God. He often behaved as if
music possessed healing properties. Because of its divine origin, he seemed to
say, mere exposure to it was a spiritual balm.” And echoing the Orthodox
theology of worship, Liszt himself writes, “Art is heaven on earth, to which one
never appeals in vain when faced with the oppressions of this world.” And
affirming the important element of mystery in sacramental experience, he writes
again, “... Is not music the mysterious language of a faraway spirit world whose
wondrous accents, echoing within us, awaken us to a higher, more intensive
life?”

‐ Music as Sacrament by Dr. Paul Barnes
http://www.orthodoxresearchinstitute.org/articles/music/barnes_music_sacra
ment.htm
Bishop John of Poltava wrote:
There are such arrangements which, because of their artistic execution, draw the
attention of listeners more to their aesthetical than prayerful side, as seen, for
example in Grechaninov's recent composition of "The Creed" for solo voice and
most of the "concert" pieces. Such compositions are unsuitable for use in
church. They offer truly beautiful harmonizations, but undermine the spirit of
man which is turned to God. Instead of the spiritual movement toward the One
who is everywhere, as appears in the intense elevation of our minds and hearts
toward God, we get musical enjoyment instead. The result turns out to be a
religious concert, but it is not prayer. Probably everyone who examines his own
prayer life during the singing of this type will find that what has been said is
correct (II, p. 334).

Music & Worship: Some Suggestions from the Russian Bishops of 1905* By
Fr. John Shimchick
http://www.orthodoxresearchinstitute.org/articles/music/shimchick_music_wo
rship.htm

"The aesthetic element in the liturgy: in liturgical poetry, music and rite is not
accidental but essential; ...when deprived of it, liturgy ceases properly to fulfill its
very function, which is not simply to communicate ideas about God, but to reveal
'heaven on earth.' In our liturgical tradition this aesthetic structure of worship is
absolutely essential ... beauty is its very content and means of communication ...
Two thirds of all liturgical texts in our tradition are hymns ‐‐ i.e., poetry: meant
to be sung." ["Problems of Orthodoxy in America", Alexander Schmemann, St.
Vladimir's Seminary Quarterly, Volume 8, Number 4, 1964, pp. 166‐7.]

On Church Singing by Bishop Tikhon (Fitzgerald) of San Francisco and the West
http://www.orthodoxresearchinstitute.org/articles/music/tikhon_church_singi
ng.htm
The monk Evfrosin … in 1651…
Pay heed diligently to what the Holy Spirit says: He commands to sing…not
[merely] with…the ornamenting of the voice, but so that the singers would know
what is being sung, and the hearer would understand the meaning…In our
singing we only decorate the voice and preserve the znamennyi neumes, while
crippling the sacred words.
Simon Azar’in and Ivan Nasedka, "Zhitie I pogvigi arkhimandrita Dionisiia" [The
life and exploits of Archimandrite Dionisiy] in Vladimir Morosan, Choral
Performance in PreRevolutionary Russia (Madison, Connecticut: Musica
Russiaca, 1986), 37.

Quoted in Psalmic Music in Orthodox Liturgy as Foundation, Movement, and
Ministry by Mark Bailey
http://www.orthodoxresearchinstitute.org/articles/music/bailey_psalmic_musi
c.htm
Fisk, Josiah: "The New Simplicity: The Music of Gorecki, Tavener and Pärt." The
Hudson Review 47/1, 1994.
Cited in Reflections on Life and Death in Contemporary Orthodox Music By
Ivan Moody
http://www.orthodoxresearchinstitute.org/articles/music/moody_life_death.htm

http://www.seriousseekers.com/Audio%20and%20Video/Audio_pathstoheart/
audio_cutsinger_hesychia.htm

